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OPTION 2: L-SHAPE SCHEME - UTILITIES
OPTION 2: L-SHAPE SCHEME - VIEW FROM NORTH
OPTION 2: L-SHAPE SCHEME - GROUND LEVEL

- Unexcavated
- Core
- Stair
- Core
- Loading dock/storage
- Psychology - Behavioral (11 modules)
- CBPN & Neurology
  - MRI (6 modules)
- NCP support (6 modules)
- Machine shop (2.5 modules)
- Lab spaces
- Collaboration
- Core/services
- Circulation
- Open to below/above
OPTION 2: L-SHAPE SCHEME - LEVEL 3

- 2 STORY AUDITORIUM
- NCBP LABS + OFFICES (6 MODULES)
- NCBP LABS + OFFICES (21.5 MODULES)
- CORE
- STAIR
- COLLABORATION
- NEUROLOGY LAB + OFFICES (6 MODULES)
- NEUROLOGY LAB + OFFICES (21 MODULES)
- CORE
- LAB SPACES
- COLLABORATION
- CIRCULATION
- CORE / SERVICES
- OPEN TO BELOW / ABOVE
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OPTION 2: L-SHAPE SCHEME - LEVEL 4